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The Blue
by Rochelle Jewel Shapiro
When you’re a kid riding a wave, facedown,
limbs straight out, palms touching,
jellyfish nipping at your thighs,
you never think of how the wave was breathed
into existence by wind, the pull of the moon,
or that waves move in circular motion,
or that they are predictable
and can form narrow channels
when varying intensities slap to shore,
making lifeguards leap
from their white stilt chairs and dive
into the ocean to try to save you,
you only know those breathless moments
of the wave taking you, making you fly like
you do in your dreams when you look down over
the rooftop and know that your sisters
can’t pull your hair or call you baby.
It doesn’t matter that the top of your two-piece
gets dragged off or, toward shore, your belly
gets scraped by broken shells or that chunks
of wet sand end up stuck in your private parts.
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You can’t pet the German Shepherd tied up
behind your neighbor’s tall fence or go on
the Cyclone because the top of your head
doesn’t reach the cutoff line and you can’t
climb up a ladder to peek inside the holes
in the nest to see how wide-winged wasps sleep.
But, small as you are, you can take the wave.
When you struggle to your feet, sink on the swathe
of wet sand, making foot-shaped pools,
water streaming from your nose, mouth, and hair,
you are already planning the arguments
you’ll pose when your mother insists
your lips are blue and it’s time to come out.
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